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Abstract 
Much effort has been expended towards assessment of vegetation structure, specifically for forest 
inventory and carbon sequestration purposes. Although structure can be quantified remotely using both 
passive and active sensing, characterization of detailed structure, important to conservation of structural 
biodiversity, remains elusive. However, remote sensing modalities such as imaging spectroscopy and 
waveform light detection and ranging (lidar) have emerged as candidates for addressing these needs. A 
waveform research group within RIT's Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science evaluated whether 
species-specific assessment of woody and foliar biomass, crown structure, and woody cover can be 
mapped at various scales using these remote sensing technologies. Data from the Carnegie Airborne 
Observatory were collected for a land use gradient that spans degraded-to-conserved areas in the savannas 
in and around the Kruger National Park, South Africa. The first step included development of a robust 
processing approach for waveform lidar data, which included smoothing, deconvolution, and angle 
correction for off-nadir pulses. A data fusion approach to species classification and waveform-based 
quantification of woody biomass and structure at the tree- to landscape scales followed next. 
Classification results (53-74% overall accuracies) varied by species and were influenced by phenological 
and within-species variation, while structural quantification was driven by the management regime of a 
particular land use. The group was able to develop tree-, landuse-, and landscape-level models that 
describe the structural variation in the system. These efforts will contribute to addressing the challenge of 
how to best quantify structural diversity, its variation across landscapes, and its change due to 
management and climate impacts. 
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